. In this paper, we prove the Kobayashi hyperbolicity of the coarse moduli spaces of canonically polarized or polarized Calabi-Yau manifolds in the sense of complex V -spaces (a generalization of complex V -manifolds in the sense of Satake). As an application, we prove the following hyperbolic version of Campana's isotriviality conjecture: for the smooth family of canonically polarized or polarized Calabi-Yau manifolds, when the Kobayashi pseudo-distance of the base vanishes identically, the family must be isotrivial, that is, any two fibers are isomorphic. We also prove that for the smooth projective family of polarized Calabi-Yau manifolds, its variation of the family is less than or equal to the essential dimension of the base.
H(m), its coarse moduli space M H exists and is a Hausdorff reduced complex Vspace.
e complex V -space generalizes the notation of V -manifold in the sense of Satake. As we will see in §3.1, the definition of Kobayashi V -hyperbolicity for complex V -manifolds introduced by Kobayashi [Kob05] can also be generalized to complex V -spaces.
With this notation in place, we state our more general result than eorem A.
eorem B. e coarse moduli space M H of canonically polarized manifolds is Kobayashi V -hyperbolic. In particular, any V -morphism from an H-special manifold to M H is necessarily constant.
e V -morphism from a complex manifold to the complex V -space is, roughly speaking, a locally li able holomorphic map. As we shall see below, the Kobayashi pseudo distance decreasing property holds for complex V -spaces, and eorem A follows from eorem B once we can prove that the moduli map Y → M H associated to any smooth family X → Y ∈ M H (Y ) is a V -morphism.
For coarse moduli space of polarized Calabi-Yau manifolds, we can prove a stronger result than eorem B. eorem C. Let M H be the coarse moduli space of polarized Calabi-Yau manifolds. en there is a Kähler V -metric on M H with non-positive holomorphic bisectional curvature and negative holomorphic sectional curvature. In particular, M H is Kobayashi V -hyperbolic.
For the definition of Kähler V -metric, we refer the reader to Definition 3.6. By the Alhfors-Schwarz lemma, one can easily show that an orbifold equipped with a Kähler V -metric with negative holomorphic sectional curvature is Kobayashi Vhyperbolic.
Lastly, we prove a theorem which incorporates both the Shafarevich hyperbolicity conjecture and Campana's isotriviality conjecture for smooth projective families of polarized Calabi-Yau manifolds, as suggested by Campana to the author. eorem D. Let f : X → Y be a smooth projective family of Calabi-Yau manifolds over a quasi-projective manifold Y . en the essential dimension ess(Y ) is no less than the variation of the family Var(f ), denoted to be the generic rank of the image of the Kodaira-Spencer map T Y → R 1 f * T X /Y . In particular,
(1) if Y is special, then f is isotrivial.
(2) Either κ(Y ) = −∞, or κ(Y ) ≥ Var(f ).
We quickly show how to deduce the last two claims in the above theorem from the main result. By Campana [Cam11, Remarque 10.3.(1)], the quasi-projective manifold is special if and only its essential dimension is 0, which implies the vanishing of the Kodaira-Spencer map of f , and thus (1) ]. e original Kebekus-Kovács conjecture concerns smooth families of canonically polarized manifolds, which was proved by Taji [Taj16] .
Let us mention that, differently from the proof of eorem C, the proof of eorem D does not use the work on coarse moduli spaces by Fujiki-Schumacher [FS90] , and replies on the differential geometric properties of period mapping and period domains. In particular, we give another proof of the isotriviality for smooth projective families of Calabi-Yau manifolds over H-special bases.
1.2. Related results. In his remarkable paper on the birational classification of algebraic varieties, Campana introduced the special manifolds, which are in a precise sense opposite to manifolds of general type. Definition 1.1. A log pair (X , D) is special if the strict inequality κ(L) < p holds for all p and all invertible sheaves L ⊂ Ω p X (log D). A quasi-projective manifold Y is special if there is a log pair (X , D) such that X is a smooth projective compactification of Y with D := X − Y a simple normal crossing divisor, and such that (X , D) is special.
Important examples for special manifolds are rationally connected manifolds and projective manifolds X with Kodaira dimension κ(X ) = 0. Kobayashi has conjectured that Calabi-Yau manifolds are all H-special, and this conjecture was generalized by Campana to all special manifolds [Cam04, Conjecture 9.2] in the same vein as the Lang conjecture.
Conjecture 1.2 (Campana).
A quasi-projective manifold V is special if and only if it is H-special. On the other hand, inspired by the Shafarevich-Viehweg-Zuo hyperbolicity conjecture, Campana made the following isotriviality conjecture: any smooth projective family of canonically polarized manifolds over a special quasi-projective base manifold is necessarily isotrivial. Jabbusch-Kebekus first proved this conjecture when the bases are surfaces [JK11b] or threefolds [JK11a] by refining the Viehweg-Zuo sheaves in [VZ02] . Combining this refined Viehweg-Zuo sheaves and Campana-Pȃun's work [CP15, CP16, CP19], Taji [Taj16] completely proved this conjecture. erefore, eorem A provides new evidences for Conjecture 1.2. eorem B is inspired by the celebrated work of To-Yeung [TY15] on the Kobayashi hyperbolicity for bases of effectively parametrized families of canonically polarized manifolds (see also [BPW17, Sch18] ). Indeed, as we will see in the proof of eorem B, we apply their methods of augmented Weil-Petersson metric on these bases to prove a Pick-Schwarz theorem for coarse moduli spaces of canonically polarized manifolds.
In [DA19, eorems A and B], we proved the following results which can be seen as an analytic version of the higher dimensional Shafarevich hyperbolicity conjecture. eorem 1.3. Let f : X → Y be a smooth projective family between complex quasiprojective manifolds.
(1) Assume that the general fiber of f has semi-ample canonical bundle, and f is of maximal variation, namely the general fiber of f can only be birational to countably other fibers. en Y is pseudo-Kobayashi hyperbolic.
(2) Assume that each fiber of f has big and nef canonical bundle, and f is effectively parametrized, namely the Kodaira-Spencer map is injective everywhere. en Y is Kobayashi hyperbolic.
erefore, inspired by eorem A, we propose the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1.4. Let f : X → Y be a smooth projective family between complex quasi-projective manifolds. Assume that each fiber of f has semi-ample canonical bundle, and the Kobayashi pseudo distance Y vanishes identically. en f is birationally isotrivial, or even isotrivial.
Note that Conjecture 1.4 holds when Y is a curve by eorem 1.3.
Let us lastly mention an important work by Borghesi-Tomassini [BT17] which establishes the foundation of stack hyperbolicity. We think that it is worthwhile comparing the V -hyperbolicity introduced in §3.1 with their work.
Conventions.
roughout this paper we will work over complex number field C. A Calabi-Yau manifold is a simply connected complex projective manifold with trivial canonical bundle. A fibration f : X → Y between compact Kähler manifolds is a surjective proper morphism with connected fibers. VPHS is the abbreviation for variation of polarized Hodge structures. A smooth projective family of quasiprojective manifolds is a smooth projective morphism with connected fibers. 
where j is the inclusion andj is an open embedding, together with an injective homomorphism µ : G ′ → G such thatj is µ-equivariant. Any suchj is said to be associated to j. If such a morphism exists, F and F ′ are said to be compatible.
(iii) A complex V -structure on X is a collection
of local Galois covers of X such that {U α } α ∈I forms a basis for open sets of X , and F α and F β are compatible whenever U α ⊂ U β .
A complex V -space is a complex space equipped with a V -structure. When each U α is smooth, the definition of complex V -space reduces to the usual definition of complex V -manifold in the sense of Satake.
roughout the paper, notations and terminologies in Definition 2.1 will be used without mention once we deal with complex V -spaces.
Definition 2.2 (V -morphism). Let Y be an (ordinary) complex space, and let X be a complex V -space. en a morphism f : Y → X of complex spaces is a V -morphism if it is locally li able. at is, for any point ∈ Y , there exist a neighborhood Ω of in Y , a local Galois cover π :Ũ → U in V with f (z) ∈ U , and a morphism
2.2. Special manifold and essential dimension. Special varieties and essential dimensions are originally introduced by Campana in [Cam04, Cam11] studying the bimeromorphic structure of quasi-Kähler manifolds X . For any (quasi-)Kähler manifold X , Campana constructed a unique fibration (up to bimeromorphic equivalence), so-called core map, characterized by having special orbifold fibres and general type orbifold base.
e essential dimension of X is the dimension of the orbifold base of the core map. Instead of restating these definitions from [Cam11], we recall a crucial result concerning the essential dimension which is sufficient for our purpose. 
V V
3.1. V -hyperbolicity. In this section we introduce V -hyperbolicity for complex V -space, which follows the definition of hyperbolicity for V -manifolds by Kobayashi [Kob05] verbatim.
To define the Kobayashi V -hyperbolicity for complex V -space, one has to introduce the Kobayashi pseudo distance for complex V -space. Recall that in the definition of the Kobayashi pseudo distance d X : X × X → R ≥0 of a complex space X , one uses the chain of holomorphic mapping from the unit disk D to X . When X is equipped with a V -structure, we only use the V -morphism from the unit disk to X to define the Kobayashi pseudo V -distance, denoted by d V X : X × X → R ≥0 . Precisely speaking, for any p, q ∈ X , a chain of V -disks α connecting p to q is a set of V -morphisms
e length of α is defined to be
where the infimum is taken over all chains of V -disks α connecting p to q. It is easy to see that
X (p, q) > 0 for any pair of distinct points p, q ∈ X . It is easy to verify the following. Lemma 3.3. A complexV -space is BrodyV -hyperbolic if it is Kobayashi V -hyperbolic.
e distance decreasing property holds for V -morphisms.
Lemma 3.4 (Distance decreasing). Let X be a complex V -space, and let f :
Proof. For any chain of disks α connecting p to q, its image under f , is a chain of V -disks from f (p) to f (q) by Definition 2.2. e lemma then follows from the definition of Kobayashi pseudo V -distance.
Lemma 3.5. For any complex V -space X , the Kobayashi pseudo V -distance is the largest pseudo distance on X satisfying the Schwarz-Pick property. at is, for any pseudo distance δ : X × X → R ≥0 such that
where the first inequality is due to the triangle property of pseudo distance, and the third one follows from (1). Hence
3.2. Differential geometric criteria. For a complex space X , its Zariski tangent space T X can be seen as a reduced complex space so that the natural projection map π : T X → X is holomorphic. A Finsler metric on X is a upper semi-continuous function F : T X → R ≥0 . Note that for any point x ∈ X there exist a closed embedding of a neighborhood U of x into a domain D ⊂ C m . en T U ⊂ T D is can be seen as a closed subvariety of the complex manifold T D . In this se ing, A Finsler (resp. hermitian) metric h on a reduced complex space is a C ∞ -metric if there is a
(ii) A Kähler V -metric h has non-negative holomorphic bisectional curvature if the holomorphic bisectional curvature of h α is non-negative for each α ∈ I . is Kähler V -metric h has negative holomorphic sectional curvature if there is a constant c > 0 so that the holomorphic sectional curvature of h α is bounded from above by −c for each α ∈ I .
Remark 3.7. We stress that in Definition 3.6 hermitian and Kähler V -metrics are always required to be positively definite over eachŨ α , while Finsler V -metric might be degenerate.
Let X be a complex V -space equipped with a C ∞ Finsler V -metric h. One can define a natural pseudo distance d X ,h : X × X → R ≥0 associated to h as follows. For any two point p, q ∈ X , we set
where the infimum is taken over all piecewise smooth locally li able real curves γ : [0, 1] → X joining p and q. When h is positively definite everywhere, d X ,h is a distance.
Lemma 3.8. Let X be a complex V -space and let f : Y → X be a V -morphism from a complex manifold Y to X . en there exists a basis {Y β } β ∈ ⊂I for open sets of Y so that one hasŨ
Proof. By Definition 2.1, there is a collection
of local Galois covers of X such that {U α } α ∈I forms a basis for open sets of X , and F α and F β are compatible whenever U α ⊂ U β . By Definition 2.2, there exists a collection of open sets
Now we show that this collection can be refined further to be a basis. For any α,
We have to show that there exists α ∈ G α so thatj
e above lemma enables us to pull-back the V -metric via the V -morphism.
Lemma 3.9. Let X be a complex V -space equipped with a C ∞ Finsler V -metric h. For any V -morphism f : Y → X from a complex manifold Y , one can pull-back the metric h to Y , denoted by f * h.
Proof. Let {Y β } β ∈ ⊂I be a basis for open sets of Y as in Lemma 3.8. Hence there exists a li f β : Y β →Ũ β so that π β • f β = f | U β . By Definition 3.6, over each U β there is a G β -invariant smooth Finsler metric h β such that if U α ⊂ U β theñ j * α β h β = h α wherej α β :Ũ α →Ũ β is associated to the inclusion U α ⊂ U β . e pull-back f * β h β is a smooth Finsler metric on Y β . We will show that { f * β h β } β ∈ can be glued together to form a smooth Finsler metric on Y .
For any point ∈ Y α ∩ Y β , there is γ ∈ so that Y γ contains and
Here the first and the last inequality is due to Definition 3.6. erefore, { f * β h β } β ∈ are compatible and they give rise to a metric on Y , denoted by f * h.
e following criteria for Kobayashi V -hyperbolicity of complex V -spaces is important in the proof of eorem B. 
Together with Lemma 3.5, we prove the theorem.
K V
We first consider the (analytic) moduli functor M H of canonically polarized manifolds of dimension n with the Hilbert polynomial H(m), defined by 
, their coarse moduli space M H exists and is a Hausdorff, reduced complex space with at most countably many connected components, carrying a natural V -structure. Moreover, coarse moduli space M H of polarized Calabi-Yau manifolds is furthermore a complex V -manifold. Indeed, any [(X , L)] ∈ M H has a neighborhood in M H isomorphic to Def(X )/Aut(X , L), where Def(X ) is the Kuranishi space of X , and Aut(X , L) := { f : X → X | f is biholomorphism, f * L = L}. By the work of Tian-Todorov, Def(X ) is smooth. It is also well-known that Aut(X , L) is finite. Hence M H is a complex V -manifold. Let us mention that those coarse moduli spaces M H are moreover quasi-projective schemes by the deep work of Viehweg [Vie95] , though we will not need this fact throughout this paper for we work in the category of analytic varieties and maps.
eorem B follows immediately if we can prove the infinitesimal Pick-Schwarz property for M H in Proposition 3.10. We will apply the deep work by To-Yeung [TY15] and Schumacher [Sch12, Sch18] to achieve this goal.
For any effectively parametrized smooth family of canonically polarized manifolds, To-Yeung [TY15, TY18] provides a canonical way to define a Finsler metric (the so-called augmented Weil-Petersson metric in [TY18]) on the base with the holomorphic sectional curvature bounded away from zero, along the strategies initiated by Siu [Siu86] . Let us first review their construction.
Consider a smooth proper morphism of canonically polarized manifolds f : X → S over the Riemann surface. In [Siu86] Siu defines a pseudo-hermitian metric h 1 (so-called Weil-Petersson metric) on S using the L 2 -inner product of the harmonic representative of the Kodaira-Spencer class with respect to the fiber-wise Kähler-Einstein metric. In general, the Gaussian curvature of h 1 is not negative.
e idea by To-Yeung and Schumacher is to consider higher order Kodaira-Spencer map
to construct new metrics over T S by pulling back the L 2 -metric over R p f * (∧ p T X /S ). Let r > 0 be the largest integer so that τ p is non-zero, which is called the length of the iterated Kodaira-spencer map. Let S 0 ⊂ S be the complement of a discrete set in S so that for each p = 1, . . . , r , dim H p (X s , ∧ p T X s ) is constant for any s ∈ S 0 . Hence by the Grauert's direct image theorem, R p f * (∧ p T X /S )| S 0 is locally free and carries a natural L 2 metric induced by the fiber-wise Kähler-Einstein metric. Pulling back this metric via τ p and taking the p-th root, one obtains a C ∞ pseudo hermitian metric over S 0 , denoted by h p and called p-th order Weil-Petersson metric. By the work of Schumacher [Sch12] and To-Yeung [TY15] , these metrics are canonical in the following sense.
Lemma 4.1. For two smooth family of canonically polarized manifolds { f i : X i → S i } i=1,2 over the Riemann surface S i so that one has
where both F and µ are biholomorphisms.
en for the p-th order Weil-Petersson metrics h i,p over S ′ i induced by f i , one has µ * h 2,p = h 1,p . Here S ′ i ⊂ S i is the complement of a discrete set in S i so that for each p = 1, . . . , r , dim H p (X i,s , ∧ p T X i,s ) is constant over S ′ i . Moreover, in [TY15] To-Yeung proved the following crucial curvature formula for p-th order Weil-Petersson metrics (see also Berntsson-Pȃun-Wang [BPW17] and Schumacher [Sch18] ). eorem 4.2. Let h p be the p-th order Weil-Petersson metric of S 0 ⊂ S associated to the smooth family f : X → S of canonically polarized manifolds of dimension n over the Riemann surface S. Let r > 0 be the largest integer so that τ p in (2) is non-zero. Set K p to be the Gaussian curvature of h p . en
Here C n is a positive constant depending only on n, and we make the convention that h p ≡ 0 when p > r .
Note that c 1 (K X ) n : X ∈ M H → Z >0 is a positive constant, and c 1 (K X s ) n is thus independent of s. Although none of the p-th order Weil-Petersson metric has negative Gaussian curvature, To-Yeung [TY15] established an algorithm to construct negative Gaussian curvature over S 0 by combining these Weil-Petersson metrics (see also [BPW17, Sch12, Sch18] ).
at is, they prove that there exist constants c 1 , . . . , c r > 0 depending only on n, c 1 (K X s ) n and r so that the Gaussian curvature of the pseudo hermitian metric
is bounded above by a negative constant −κ, where κ also only depends on n, c 1 (K X s ) n and r . Let us now apply this deep result by To-Yeung to prove eorem B.
Proof of eorem B. Let γ : D → M H be any (non-constant) V -morphism. By Lemma 3.8, there exists a basis {C β } β ∈ ⊂I for open sets of D so that one has
For each U β , there exists a Kuranishi familyf β :X β →Ũ β associated to certain canonically polarized manifold X β ∈ M H . Any β is induced by an automorphism off β . at is, there exists a biholomorphism˜ β :X β →X β so that one has the following Cartesian square 
We will show that for the higher order Kodaira-Spencer map
the largest integer of p with τ β,p non-zero, denoted by r β , does not depend on β ∈ . We first show that r β = r α if C α ⊂ C β . By Lemma 3.8, there exists β ∈ G β so that j α β •γ α = β •γ β | C α . Note that the fiber product off β :X β →Ũ β and β •γ β : C β → U β , is equal to X β → C β . Indeed, this fact follows immediately from the diagram in (6) is Cartesian. erefore, by (7), the family X β × C β C α → C α is isomorphic to f α : X α → C α . is shows the equality r β = r α . Since {C β } β ∈ is a basis for D, we conclude the equality r β = r γ once C β ∩ C γ ∅. Set ϒ i := {C β | r β = i}. Note that 1 ≤ r β ≤ n for any β ∈ . For i j, any C β ∈ ϒ i and C γ ∈ ϒ j satisfy C i ∩ C j = ∅. 
Since D is connected, we immediately conclude that D r = D for some r ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and ϒ i = ∅ for i r . is shows that r β = r for any β ∈ .
Write h β,k for the pseudo hermitian over C
• β induced by τ β,k , where C
• β ⊂ C β the complement of a discrete set in C β so that for each p = 1, . . . , r , dim 
for some positive constant κ r not depending on β. By [Sch12, Proposition 12], φ β (z) is bounded from above on any relatively compact subsets in C β , and thus it extends to a psh function over C β , still denoted by φ β abusively, so that (8) holds over C β . Recall that h β,k | C • α = h α,k for any C α ⊂ C β , and {C β } β ∈ is a basis for open sets in D. Hence the psh functions {φ β } β ∈ can be glued together to obtain a psh function φ ∈ Psh(D), so that the Gaussian curvature of the pseudo hermitian metric h := √ −1φ(z)dz ∧ dz is bounded above by −κ r . By Demailly's Ahlfors-
By [FS90, eorem 7 .10], there is a C ∞ Kähler V -metric h W P on M H induced by L 2 -inner product of the harmonic representative of the Kodaira-Spencer class with respect to the fiber-wise Kähler-Einstein metric. It follows from Lemma 3.9 that one can pull back h WP via γ to define a pseudo hermitian metric γ * h WP on D. By the construction of h W P in [FS90, §7] , one has h β,1 = γ * h W P | C • β for any β ∈ . Note that φ(z) is upper semi-continuous, and
Hence one has h ≥ γ * h W P and h D ≥ γ * (κ r · h W P ). Let us stress that the positive constant κ r only depends on the length r of the iterated Kodaira-spencer map of (2).
For other non-constant V -disk, the length r of the iterated Kodaira-spencer map might be different. However, they can only have value in {1, . . . , n}. Set κ := min{κ 1 , . . . , κ r } > 0.
en for any V -diskγ : D → M H , one always has h D ≥ γ * (κ · h W P ). e theorem follows from Proposition 3.10 immediately.
For the coarse moduli space M H of polarized Calabi-Yau manifolds, we will show that the Hodge metric will induce a natural Kähler V -metric M H with (semi-)negative holomorphic (bi)sectional curvature.
Proof of eorem C. As is well-known, the coarse moduli space M H of polarized Calabi-Yau manifolds are complex V -manifolds. Indeed, for any polarized CalabiYau manifold (X , L), its automorphism group is finite, and the polarized Kuranishi spaces of (X , L) are smooth by the work of Tian-Todorov. We will use the Hodge metric to construct a C ∞ Kähler V -metric over M H . By the construction of M H in [FS90] , eachŨ α is the base manifold of the polar-
We can assume eachŨ α is a simply connected complex manifold. Fixing a marking
we can define a period map p α :Ũ α → Ω α associated to the variation of polarized Hodge structure of this polarized Kuranishi family. Since the Kodaira-Spencer map TŨ α → R 1 (f α ) * T X α /Ũ α is an isomorphism, p α is an immersion by the infinitesimal Torelli theorem of Calabi-Yau manifolds. Moreover, p α is horizontal, and one can pull back the Hodge metric of T −1,1 Ω α via p α toŨ α , denoted by h α . By [Lu99], h α a Kähler metric overŨ α . For any α ∈ G α acting biholomorphically onŨ α , one has the following commutative diagram
which is Cartesian. Hence one has p α • α = p α which in particular shows that h α is α invariant. We will show that those metrics {h α } α ∈ can be glued together to obtain a V -metric over M H . By [FS90, Lemma 5.5] again, if U α ⊂ U β , then there is a morphism (10)
is implies that Ω α = Ω β for any U α ⊂ U β . Note that {U α } α ∈ forms a basis of open sets of M H . Fixing any connected component Γ of M H , one has Ω α = Ω β if U α and U β are open sets in Γ. We thus write Ω for Ω α when no confusion can arise. To show that {h α } α ∈ is a Kähler V -metric over M H , one has to prove that
is is not obvious for the reference point and the marking defining the period map p α might not be compatible with those of p β via the inclusioñ j α β . It indeed follows from the following result.
Claim 4.2.1. Let (f 1 : X 1 → S 1 , L 1 ) and (f 2 : X 2 → S 2 , L 2 ) be two smooth family of polarized manifolds of relative dimension n. Assume that there are biholomorphisms ϕ : X 1 → X 2 and φ : S 1 → S 2 so that one has the following commutative diagram
and ϕ * L 2 ≡ S 1 L 1 , where ≡ S 1 stands for relatively numerically equivalent. Let h S i be the Hodge metric on S i induced by period maps of the variation of polarized Hodge structures
Here V i is the local system of primitive cohomology, F • V i is the Hodge filtration of
−1 h 2 = h 1 . In particular, the Hodge metric does not depend on the reference point and the marking.
Proof. We first observe that for any isomorphism between polarized manifolds ψ : (X 1 , A 1 ) → (X 2 , A 2 ) of dimension n so that ψ * A 2 ≡ A 1 , the isomorphism
is an isometry with respect to the Hodge metric. Indeed, for any α, β ∈ H m (X i , R), one defines C) keeps the Hodge decomposition and the primitive cohomology invariant, one thus has
Note that the biholomorphism ϕ : X 1 → X 2 induces an isomorphism between
Hence for the corresponding Hodge bundles
equipped with the Hodge metric h i , one has ϕ * : H 2 ≃ → H 1 . By the above argument, one has ϕ * h 2 = h 1 . For the natural Higgs structures (H i , θ i ) with e above claim shows that h := {h α } α ∈ is a smooth Kähler V -metric on M H . By the work of Griffiths-Schmid [GS69] and Peters [Pet91] (see also [CMSP17,  eorem 13.6.3]), the holomorphic sectional curvature of a period domain Ω is negative and uniformly bounded away from 0 in the horizontal direction T −1,1 Ω . By the curvature decreasing property, we conclude that the holomorphic bisectional curvature of h α is non-positive for each α ∈ . Note that Ω α = Ω β for any U α and U β contained in the same connected component Γ of M H . Hence there is a constant c > 0 so that the holomorphic sectional curvature of h α is bounded from above by −c for any U α ⊂ Γ. is proves the main result of the theorem.
Let us prove the Kobayashi V -hyperbolicity of M H . Let γ : D → M H be any Vdisk. By Lemma 3.9, one can pull back the above Kähler V -metric on M H , denoted by γ * h, which is a smooth hermitian metric on D. Since the holomorphic sectional curvature of h α is bounded above by −c for each α ∈ , by the definition of γ * h, the Gaussian curvature of γ * h is bounded above by −c. By the Ahlfors-Schwarz lemma, one has γ * (ch) ≤ h D , where h D is the infinitesimal Poincaré metric on D. It follows from Proposition 3.10 that M H is Kobayashi V -hyperbolic.
Let us show how to conclude eorem A from eorems B and C.
Proof of eorem A. Denote n to be the relative dimension of the fibration f . Suppose by contradiction that f is not isotrivial. We prove the theorem for smooth families of canonically polarized manifolds, and the proof for the case of smooth families of polarized Calabi-Yau manifolds is exactly the same. e Euler characteristic
which is invariant under smooth deformation. Hence there exists a polynomial H(m) so that χ (mK F ) = H(m) for each fiber F . Consider the moduli functor M H of canonically polarized manifolds of dimension n with the Hilbert polynomial H(m), and by the work of Fujiki-Schumacher, there exists a coarse moduli space M H of M H , which is a Hausdorff complex V -space. By eorem B, M H is Kobayashi V -hyperbolic. en the moduli map φ : Y → M H is not constant. Since M H is locally defined by quotient of Kuranishi spaces, by the universal property of Kuranishi families, φ is locally li able, and thus is a V -morphism. Pick a pair of points p, q ∈ Y so that f (p) f (q). By Lemma 3.4, the Kobayashi pseudo distance 
